
TRAUMA DEBRIEF WORKSHOP – SESSION 1 
PHYSICAL & EMOTIONAL 

 
Trauma is our response to any stressful or disturbing event that 
overwhelms a person’s ability to cope, which causes feelings of 
helplessness & powerlessness. It robs you of the feeling that you are “in 
charge” of yourself and therefore triggers the feelings of powerlessness 
which is what triggers the fear.  
 
• Therefore the journey of healing is about recovering your power 

back, of re-establishing ownership - specifically over your body and 
your mind.  
 

• What this looks like is TOOLS to help you manage emotions when 
triggered – finding your calm – your peace, knowing how to remain 
calm in response to images, thoughts or sounds that remind you of the 
initial trauma.  Along with allowing yourself to remain fully engaged 
relationally to those you love.  

 
THREE DEFINING FACTORS 

THAT MAKE AN EVENT TRAUMATIC: 
 

1. Event needs to be perceived as negative – life & death (not 
everyone responds the same to this.) 

2. Event needs to be sudden and unexpected 
3. Need to be a lack of controllability – outcome or event cannot be 

controlled 
 

The impact of trauma is not based on the incident itself, it is based on the 
subjective sense of what happened. In fact there is no trauma that is so 
severe that almost everyone exposed will then develop PTSD… research 
shows that 25-35% of people experiencing a trauma will suffer from PTSD 
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WHY DO  INDIVIDUALS PROCESS TRAUMA DIFFERENTLY? 
 
• Some more resilience due to biological temperament or past learnt 

skills. (I survived that before, I will survive again… others feel the 
opposite.) 

• Age at time of trauma (younger is not better as have less cognitive 
ability to process & they don’t forget)  

• Severity of exposure & prior life events all result in the types of trauma 
that is triggered.  
 

§ Acute Trauma - a single distressing event with levels of 
intensity – such as car accident or a rape. 

§ Chronic Trauma – a person is exposed to multiply long term 
traumatic events – such as a dread disease, domestic violence 
and bulling, the duration of exposure adds to the complexity. 

§ Complex / Compound Trauma – a person is exposed to a 
variety of traumatic events and experiences that has a severe 
impact on their mind – such as being victims of childhood abuse, 
neglect, domestic violence, family disputes, a rape etc.  
 

• Psychological Defence – fight, flight or freeze.   
(Seen images of people walking through natural disaster with this 
blank, emotionless look on their face – dissociation to trauma… this will 
result in PSTD versus someone in the moment of the trauma who 
appears emotionally out of control, crying, angry, shouting… they tend 
to have a better trajectory of healing as they are emotionally expressing 
versus suppressing.) 

 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN EXPOSED TO TRAUMA: 

 
1. The thinking brain turns OFF & the emotional survival brain turns ON.  
2. Your senses are on high alert, what am I seeing, what am I hearing, 

what am I smelling, what am I feeling, what am I tasting?  
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This means you store the event through your senses & emotions – 
which is why it can be fragmented & time is distorted & chucks get lost. 
Therefore how you process the event needs to happen in the order it 
was stored. 
 
1. Body 
2. Emotions 
3. Thoughts 

 
BODY SYMPTOMS 

 
Any symptoms are your bodies way of waving a flag to get your attention. 
Paying attention to what is going on physically internally is important so 
that you manage it constructively.  
 
1. Body Shaking – if you find yourself shaking - let it shake as it is a 

natural response to release stress (even animals do it.)  
2. Muscle Tension - due to fight / flight response adrenaline floods to the 

muscles, exercise will help release it the chemicals. Punch a pillow, 
have a fun pillow fight.  

3. Racing heart – this is also due to the hyper-arousal state – fight / flight. 
4. Tearfulness – when tears come let them out until they stop naturally.  
5. Fatigue - Allow your body to sleep when tired  
6. Brain Fog – this includes memory problems, inability to focus or 

concentrate, difficulty processing information, having a hard time 
calculating, and trouble even finding words (remember this is the last 
on the list, so allowing the body & emotions to be expressed first gives 
space for the thinking brain to come back on-line.)  

 
Sometimes we think that Big Trauma, Big Pain, Big Problems need Big 
Solutions. However it’s the small solutions that tend to bring the BIG 
change, make the biggest impact.  So what I want to share today is going 
to be tips & tools – that when applied daily will aid you on the journey of 
recovery and healing.  
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BODY GROUNDING TECHNIQUES: 
 
When you allow yourself to become aware of what is physically 
happening in your body, you can then pause and choose to respond to 
what your body is needing by using some grounding techniques: 
 
A. 5,4,3,2,1 Sensory Exercise  

 
§ 5 things you can see  
§ 4 things you can touch 
§ 3 things you can hear 
§ 2 things you can smell 
§ 1 thing you can taste 

 
 

This is a helpful to ease anxiety and even panic attacks, it allows your 
mind to remain focused on the present tense, instead the past of regrets 
or the future of fears.  
 
B. Stretching & Muscle tenses – contract & release each part of your 

body whilst lying on the ground. 
 

C. Mammalian Diving Reflex – help you calm 
down from extreme emotions in 30 seconds 
when emotional arousal is very high. 
Overwhelmed, can’t process.  The technique 
is a way of “resetting” our nervous system 
and the reflex is activated by “icy-water” on 
the face - (not freezing.) To active the dive 
reflex water must hit parts of the face below 
eyes and above cheek bones.  It works better 
when holding your breath for 30 seconds.  

 
§ WARNING: This technique slows the heart rate so anyone with 

heart problem, a slow heart beat and or anorexia must avoid this 
strategy as it can be dangerous for the heart.  
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D. BOX Breathing. Is the most essential tool for working through trauma. 
 

Putting on a relaxing piece 
of music can help.  
 
Singing out-loud is also helpful 
as it forces box breathing.  

 
Box breathing is one of the best ways to help calm your Vagus Nerve.  
When we find ourselves facing real or perceived threat is triggered our 
breathing either become rapid to aid the fight or flight (hyper-arousal) 
or it becomes super shallow to aid the freeze response (hypo-arousal). 
Often we get stuck in either of these arousal states, breathing 
techniques can help “reset” the Vagus Nerve. I 
 
(Note: most of these grounding techniques help reset the Vagus Nerve, 
find what works best for you. 
 
¨ Below is link to the piece of recommend music  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-qWMqzSwys 
 

E. OTHER. There are a number of healthy choices you can make to help 
your body best recover.  
 
• Food - Limit sugar, coffee, energy drinks and alcohol when you are 

in trauma (Stimulants  won’t help as it throws the adrenal system off 
causing more anxiety & stress.)  

• Physical Affection from family – hugs, cuddling pets etc.  
• Talking - Find people to talk through and share stories… it releases 

emotions 
• Walking and reframing thoughts.  
• Tapping whilst using the butterfly hug.  
• Singing & Dancing – helps release tension & gets good oxygen 
• Sleep – less screen time & blue light time especially before bed 
• Vitamin D & Gut health is important for producing much needed 

dopamine help naturally fight against depression. 
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PHYSICAL SYMPTOM CHECK LIST 
 

PHYSICAL & EMOTIONAL REACTIONS X 1-10 
Body Shaking & muscle tremors   
Racing Heart-beat - palpitations   
Anxiety    
Anger   
Fear   
Sadness    
Sleep disturbances   
Gastro disturbances    
Appetite disturbances    
Restlessness   
Sweating   
Feeling guarded    
Compulsive behaviours    

AVOIDANCE   
Fatigue   
Lethargy    
Numbness   
Poor concentration    
Unable to cope   
Exhaustion   
Withdrawal relationally   
Avoidance of locations    
Denial   

INTRUSIVE MEMORIES & SENSATIONS   
Nightmares   
Flashbacks    
Cold Sweats    
Clammy Palms   
Over-whelmed    
Fixation of images   
Sensory triggers   
Intrusive thoughts    

CHANGES IN THINKING & MOOD   
Agitation   
Mental Fatigue – Brain Fog   
Confusion    
Irritability    
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Mood swings   
Hopelessness   
Powerlessness    
Ruminating thoughts    

 
POTENTIAL SIGNS OF DISSOCIATION X 1-10 

Fixed or “glazed” eyes   
Long periods of silence   
Monotonous voice    
Responses not in-line with present context    
Excessive intellectualization   
Out of touch with reality   

 
Note: If you are aware of friends or family members who are showing signs 
of dissociation please refer them to a professional immediately.  
 
 

SELF AWARENESS: 
 
Our rational (thinking) brain has no direct connections with the emotional 
(feeling) brain, however there is a part of our brain called the pre-fontal 
cortex – which is the centre for self-awareness that does have access 
to it.  

 
Therefore the way we access those emotional impressions caused from 
trauma is through “self-awareness” … allowing ourselves to “look inside.”  
 
Most of our conscious brain is focusing on the external world and 
processing that, however the core way we change our feelings is by 
allowing ourselves to “befriend” and face what is going on inside.  
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EMOTIONS 
 

Whenever our need for SECURITY, CONNECTION or CONTROL is 
threatened it will trigger anger, fear & anxiety 
 
Anger is also a secondary protective emotion, when initial emotions such 
as fear are experienced, our default reaction can be anger a means of 
protecting ourselves from the primary triggered emotion. The key with 
anger is what we do with it – is it constructive or destructive.  
 
Fear is emotional response to a very real or perceived imminent threat. 
It is associated with surges of fight, flight, freeze responses. 
 
Anxiety is the anticipation of a perceived threat, our minds have the 
ability to expand and create scenarios that fuel anxiety. If you think of 
anxiety on a continuum – on the lower end of the scale is normal anxiety 
to life’s pressures and stresses, but problems arise when it moves into  
impacting sleep and then deeper into daily functioning this is when red 
flags should be going up.  
 
Remember all emotion exist on a continuum line scale, every depression 
began with suppressed anger and every panic attack began with mild 
anxiety. Therefore we need to understand emotion from the perspective 
that when we express we are healing ourselves, when we supress we 
hurting ourselves.  
 
Emotion is like VOMIT. There is a big difference between vomiting on 
someone and vomiting in a bucket. No difference with our emotions. It can 
often “feel” projectile like – therefore it is crucial we find safe spaces for 
expressing emotion and at the same time make sure that we are not using 
another person as the scapegoat for our frustrated angry emotions – this 
is both dishonouring and disrespectful.  
 

Name it to Tame it 
Express don’t Supress 

You can’t Heal if you don’t Reveal  
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CURRENT OR ACCUMULATIVE 
 

There is a big difference between current emotion and accumulative 
emotion.  When a person has consistently suppressed past negative 
emotions and never allowed themselves to process it, the danger is that 
when a current circumstance triggers that specific emotion it can feel like 
a tsunami of that emotion is activated. So the rule of thumb is that 
whenever a person’s reaction is WAY BIGGER than the event that 
triggered it, there is a good chance that past unprocessed emotions were 
activated at the same time. Finding safe spaces to process this is key to 
healing and wholeness.  
 

(A R10 trigger sets of a R1000 reaction.) 
 

Name your emotion: Finding the vocabulary to express what you are 
feeling is incredibly powerful and healing in and of itself. Having someone 
reflect what they heard you say and validate you is life giving.  
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EMOTIONAL CHECK LIST 

EMOTION X 1 - 10 CURRENT OR ACCUMULATIVE 
I feel shock    
I feel anger    
I feel rage    
I feel anxiety    
I feel moody    
I feel sad    
I feel grief    
I feel sorrow    
I feel out of control    
I feel regret    
I feel panicky    
I feel fearful    
I feel trapped    
I feel bewildered    
I feel muddled    
I feel irrational    
I feel foggy    
I feel indecisive    
I feel unproductive    
I feel terror    
I feel paranoia    
I feel suicidal    
I feel like crying    
I feel despair    
I feel hopeless    
I feel panic    
I feel numb    
I feel hostile     
I feel rejected    
I feel agitated    
I feel aggravated    
I feel irritated    
I feel put out    
I feel unsure    
I feel nervous    
I feel distracted    
I feel loathing    
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“Being heard is so close to being loved that for the average person they 
are almost indistinguishable.” - David Augsburger 
 
All of the above tools are for self-care. The last thing I want to teach you 
is for community-care. The power of validation listening.  
 
Speaker: “I am feeling….” 
Listener: “I hear you say you are feeling…” – “is there more?” 
Speaker: “I am feeling…. Because of….” 
Listener: “It makes sense to me that you feel…. Given that….” 
 

EXPRESS – REFLECT – VALIDATE 
 

We experience our VALUE when we are validated 

I feel powerless    
I feel depressed    
I feel confused    
I feel blame    
I feel shame    
I feel humiliation    
I feel guilt    
I feel frustration    
I feel fear    
I feel damaged    
I feel disappointed    
I feel distressed    
I feel flat    
I feel pessimistic     
I feel threatened    
I feel unsecure    
I feel uneasy    
I feel frightened    
I feel uninformed    
I feel undecided    
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EDIFY is a ministry that seeks to empower 
individuals, communities and churches with a 
variety of tools and training for spiritual and 
emotional well-being and wholeness.  

 
EDIFY has a number of on-line video courses that 
you can do in your own time and pace for Self-Care, 
Community-Care, Pastoral-Care and Professional-Care. Below are some of 
those courses relevant to our current crisis.  
 
YOUR MIND MATTERS: Consists of 10 short video’s & 
note on a variety of mental health topics. Cost is R180pp 

                                                           
 
MEDICATION & MENTAL HEALTH: Is a recorded 
interview with Clinical Psychologist    Dr Wendy 
Greyvensteyn on myths & musts around medication: Cost 
is R100pp 
 
THE WHOLENESS COUSE: Is a popular course for 
understanding why you think, feel and behave the way you 
do from a Spiritual & Psychological perspective. Cost is 
R100pp 

 
IDENTITY FOUNDATIONS: Is a recently launched course 
helping you work through the danger of performance and or 
avoidance based identity. Cost is R100pp 
  
EQ 4 KIDZ: Consists of practical tips & tools for parents to 
help their kids manage their emotions and learn healthy 
processing skills.  
Cost is FREE 
 
COFFEE CUP CONVO’s: Is a discipleship course teaching 
you how to have effective 1-hour conversations. Cost is 
R150pp 
 
 

 
TO ENROL ON ANY OF THESE COURSE EMAIL MADZ 

madz@edify-buildingthesoul.com 
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If any of this has been a blessing to you and you wish to give Edify 

a donation the banking details are listed below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
FNB CHEQUE ACCOUNT 

ACC NAME: Edify-Building The Soul (PTY) LTD 
ACC NO: 62819856248 

CODE: 250655 


